
Tri-County Sportsman's League IDPA Scenario

Dozing at Deer Camp

You and your buddy doze off after dinner and are awakened when dirt bags break into your cabin.
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Tri-County Sportsman's League IDPA Scenario

We’re kneeling Again?

I know, I know, you just knelt on the previous stage.  Deal with it.
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Tri-County Sportsman's League IDPA Scenario

Get to the Gun Safe!

Your home is invaded and you soon realize that you need more fire power.  Fight your way to your gun safe.
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Tri-County Sportsman's League IDPA Scenario

Train Station Attack

While withdrawing some cash at the ATM, thugs attack.
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Tri-County Sportsman's League IDPA Scenario

Double Feed, Triple Tap

Your evil black rifle jams and you must transition to your sidearm.  When you enter the building, you are 
surprised by left-wing eco-terrorists!
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Tri-County Sportsman's League IDPA Scenario

BUG Standards

Limited Vickers Scoring
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